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Abstract—This paper deals with human presence detection by
using a receding horizon estimator based on computer vision
results. The visual position estimation problem is formulated into
a nonlinear constrained optimization problem in the image plane.
A global model combining the behavior of the human motion
and the camera model is used to estimate the evolution of the
visual features on a past finite horizon. The main interest of this
method is the capability to easily take into account constraints.
Experimentations in two different configurations highlight the
efficiency of the proposed approach, especially with an image
occlusion treated as a visual constraint.
Index Terms—Receding Horizon Estimation, Human detection,
Computer Vision

I. I NTRODUCTION
The management of energy consumption (electricity,
heating...), the improvement of the autonomy of the elderly
or also the automation of lighting systems are all issues of
our society against the rising of energy prices, the ageing
of population and environmental concerns. Besides, both
industries and individuals wish to better manage their energy
consumption thanks to a maximum control of the house or
building equipments, like lighting or heating. This is why
Domotic science has been developed to offer solutions to
supervise and organize a global system that ensures comfort
and security. Among the applications stem from Domotic,
human presence detection holds an important place.
Several systems, from the state of the art, already offer
solution more or less reliable, depending on their use and the
monitored phenomenon. Passive InfraRed Detector (PIR) or
hyper-frequency sensor can be cited [1][2]. All these systems
are called "presence" detectors but in the majority of cases,
they are simply movement detectors. The goal of CAPTHOM
project is to really detect the presence of a human in an
indoor environment by using a multi-sensors system. The
final objective is to develop an application which will be able
to detect a situation of emergency. The first stage is then to
estimate correctly the position on the ground of the human
target.
Among the different kinds of sensors, vision seems to be
well-adapted to give information about the human presence
in a given environment [3]. As an image is a rich source

of information, an algorithm should be used to extract the
relevant data. In [4], the authors have developed an algorithm
which can detect the presence of a human in a scene and can
give information about its approximate position. The position
estimation of a moving object by using visual information in
real time has been largely investigated in the computer vision
literature [5][6][9]. However, because visual measurements
are usually affected by significant noise and disturbances,
for example due to lens distortion, the estimation of the
position and orientation could be a difficult task. To enhance
the estimation, the extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is usually
chosen because it offers many advantages, e.g., accuracy of
estimation, prediction capability, temporal filtering [7][8].
The limits of EKF are the conditions that have to be satisfied
in order to obtain good results. Adaptative EKF has been
proposed in [10] for visual applications. However, difficulties
like occlusion or obstacle avoidance, which can be considered
as visual constraints, can not be taken into account with EKF
based approaches.
The aim of this article is thus to propose a method
based on Receding Horizon Estimation (RHE) to realize the
estimation of the human target’s position in the image. The
position estimation problem is transformed into a nonlinear
optimization problem. A global model combining the camera
model and the human motion model is used to estimate the
visual features over a past finite horizon. The optimization
algorithm minimizes the error between the features measured
thanks to the computer vision algorithm and the features
estimated by the RHE. The estimation horizon moves one
step forward at each sampling instant and the procedure is
repeated. The main advantage of RHE is the capability to
easily handle constraints contrary to EKF. When an occlusion
appears, the computer vision algorithm gives a false position
of the target. The proposed method can bypass this problem
either by considering the occlusion as a visual constraint or
by considering the largest admissible movement of the human
as a state constraint. The comparison between the position
given by computer vision and the position estimated by the
visual receding horizon estimator is then used to detect an
emergency situation.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the issue
of human presence detection is introduced. Difficulties due to
presence detection or due to the computer vision algorithms
are pointed out. In section 3, the principle of the receding
horizon estimation is briefly recalled. Then, the proposed approach, called Visual Receding Horizon Estimation (VRHE),
is detailed. Finally, section 4 presents experimental results in
two different configurations: a first one illustrating the method
without constraints and a second one showing the efficiency
of the method in case of occlusion.
II. T HE ISSUE OF HUMAN PRESENCE DETECTION
The current devices, for example PIR or ultrasound sensors,
allow to detect the movement of a person in a room but not
really its presence. If the target stops and does not move, it
becomes invisible for the system and the latter answers that
there is nobody in the room. The goal is to always be able
to know if there is someone or not in the given environment.
However, human presence detection sets out some difficulties.
A. Problems due to presence detection
The first problem which can appear is the detection of
non-human targets. The system should be able to differentiate
a detection brought out by the movement of an animal and
the detection due to the presence of a human being. It exists
two ways to solve this differentiation problem. The first
approach is a technological one, simply by making a sensor
positioning that does not detect movement of small entities.
The second one is rather software. It consists of registering
excluded areas of the scene or by defining threshold values.
Another problem of presence detection is the presence of
several persons in the same room. Furthermore, a room can
have more than one exit. So, one has to be able to manage the
possibility that a person can enter in the room by one door
and leave by a different door. Finally, because the presence
of several people can happen, the system must differentiate
two or more human targets and must adapt its behavior.
With computer vision algorithm, we can find solutions to
deal with these problems. In [4], the authors have proposed
a real time human detection based on visual information.
Firstly, in order to reduce the search space of the classifier,
they perform a background substraction to detect change. The
program draws a box including the detected target. Then the
algorithm tries to find if the detected target is a human or
not. The classification between human and non-human being
is done with machine learning tools. Furthermore, each box
has its own identifying number. So we can also bypass the
problem of multi-presence in a same environment and track
each target independently.
In our application, we need to extract the coordinates of
the box in order to estimate the human position in the image.
However, even if the use of vision offers solutions faced with

human presence detection difficulties, it possesses its own
drawbacks.
B. Problems due to the computer vision algorithm
Although visual sensor gives a lot of information, many
difficulties appear during its use. We will not do an exhaustive
list of these difficulties but we will raise the main problems
encountered during the development of our application.
In order to detect a change in images, computer vision
programs store in memory a model which serves as
background. Each image is then compared with the
background model to detect a difference. This background is
regularly updated. However, if a lightning change happens
in the environment, the program will be disrupted by this
sudden noise and it will not return good results.
Limitations concerning the camera placement also exist.
To use a camera, we need to calibrate it in order to obtain
the transformation matrix which allows to calculate the
coordinates in the image reference of a point, knowing
its coordinates in the environment reference. Once the
computation of the matrix is done, the camera does not have
to move because the coefficients of the matrix are linked to
the camera position.
Another problem, that can have an impact on our position
estimation, is the occlusion. If the person walks behind an
obstacle, the person is partially masked and so the computer
vision algorithm could encounter some difficulties to decide
if this target is a human or not. In all environment, there are
several obstacles like table, chair or just a box that can disturb
the visual acquisition. A last problem, concerning the difficulty
of human recognition, could happen if the person falls. The
majority of computer vision algorithms use a database
composed of images with humans standing up. So, if a person
lays down or falls, it will not be recognized as a human being.
Our approach will try to propose a solution, faced with
these problems, by combining a receding horizon estimation
approach with visual information in order to estimate the
position of a human in the image.
III. V ISUAL R ECEDING H ORIZON E STIMATION
A. Receding Horizon Estimation
The estimation of the position and orientation of a moving
object has been largely investigated in the literature for
the past few years. The estimation of the pose of the
target is often required in position-based visual servoing
approaches. Kalman filtering, especially the Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF), offers a satisfactory rejection of disturbance
or noise and an accurate estimation. In [10], the authors
proposed an adaptative version of EKF for visual applications.
However, the EKF may encounter difficulties for practical
implementations, when state constraints have to be handled
and when the process is highly nonlinear [11]. In order to

overcome these problems, a receding horizon estimation
(RHE) can be used. The strategy of the RHE is to formulate
the constrained state estimation into an online nonlinear
optimization problem. The constraints can easily be added to
the optimization problem [12].
We propose to extend the receding horizon estimation to
visual estimation.
B. Visual Receding Horizon Estimation (VRHE)
The estimation problem of the human position is formulated
into a nonlinear optimization problem in the image plane
over a past receding horizon Ne . The difference between the
measured features in the image plane denoted yimag and the
estimated features denoted ymod defines the cost function J.
The estimated features are obtained by using a global model
combining the human motion model and the camera model.
The cost function is to be minimized with respect to the
human position p = (xh , yh ) at time k − Ne . The position
estimation at the current time k is computed thanks to the
human motion model and pk−N .
e
At each sampling time, the past finite estimation horizon
moves one step forward and the procedure is then repeated to
ensure the robustness of the approach in regard to disturbances
and model mismatches.
The cost function can be written in discrete-time as:
J(p) =

k
X

T

[yimag (j) − ymod (j)] Q [yimag (j) − ymod (j)]

j=k−Ne

(1)
Q is a symmetric definite positive matrix. The mathematical
formulation of the Visual RHE is then given by:
min J(p)

p

(2)

k−Ne

subject to the nonlinear global model describing the dynamics
:

p(k + 1) = f (p(k), ∆u(k))
(3)
ymod (k) = h(p(k))
The Figure 1 shows the scheme of the VRHE.
One of the main advantages of VRHE is the capability to
explicitly take into account constraints, contrary to EKF.
Numerous constrained optimization routines are available in
software libraries. A drawback of the RHE strategy is the
computational time required for the resolution of the nonlinear
constrained optimization problem. However this computational
burden is not a strong limitation for real time application due
to the increase of PC power.
C. Global overview of our method
The receding horizon estimation algorithm represents the
keystone of our approach as we can see in the Figure 2.
The first step consists in positioning and calibrating the
camera so as to compute the model of the camera. Moreover,
the transformation matrix is required for the change from
image to environment reference. In [13], the authors use a

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

Scheme of the VRHE

Overview of the VRHE

planar homography matrix to compute the position of a flame
front on the ground in the world reference from its position
in the image.
The computer vision algorithm gives the measure of the
coordinates (u and v) of the middle point of the box’s bottom
side. Thanks to the homography matrix, we calculate the
coordinates of feet on the ground (x and y) and also, for each
step, the distance with the previous step (∆x and ∆y). Once
we have enough measures, it means when we have reached
the size of the estimation horizon Ne , we can run the VRHE
procedure.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The feasibility and the performance of the proposed visual
position estimation algorithm have been experimentally tested
using a single camera.
A. The camera and the computer vision algorithm
The camera has been calibrated by using a least square
method. The resolution of the camera is 640 x 480 pixels but
in the display result of the computer vision algorithm, the
image size is reduced to 320 x 240 pixels. The sample time
used is the minimum time allowed by the camera frame rate,
Te =0.07s. To conclude with camera’s characteristics, it was
placed at a height of 1.98m. The scene viewed by the camera
is illustrated in Figure 3.
To compute the homography matrix, we used a reference,
which can be seen in Figure 3, measuring 0.92 x 0.59 m. This

Figure 3.
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Camera’s view of the scene and image reference

matrix permits to compute the position on the ground from the
position in the image. We need a third matrix of transformation
because the environment reference used for the homography
and the environment reference used for the calibration is not
the same. We have computed the transition matrix between
these two references. In brief, the three different transition
matrices are :


328.17
0
170.88
−327.89
103.51
Mintr =  0
0
0
1


0.0065
0.0035
−1.4892
0.0175
−3.7361
Mhom = −0.0003
0.0003
0.0033
−0.4043


1
0
0
−1.02
0
0
1
1.98 

Mtrans = 
0
−1
0
5.11 
0
0
0
1
where Mintr , Mhom and Mtrans are respectively the intrinsic
parameter matrix, the homography matrix and the transition
matrix between environment reference of homography and
environment reference of calibration. The Figure 4 shows
the two different environment references, one used for the
homography matrix and the other one used for calibration.

Figure 4.

Environment references

Figure 5.
algorithm

Representation of the different steps of the computer vision

model camera can be written as :
!
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and 
 Zc  = Mtrans  zh 
1
1

(5)

We suppose that the person walks on a flat environment
(zh is constant).
The principle of the computer vision algorithm, used in
our application is depicted in the Figure 5. At the beginning,
the program needs to take some pictures of a clear scene in
order to have a fixed background (a). Then, each picture is
compared with the background.
In [4], the authors first detect changes by computing the
Mahalanobis’ distance between pixels of the current image
and the background model(b), composed of the mean of the
three RGB components and of the co-occurrence matrix.
This first step is done in order to reduce the search space
of the classifier. Then, the preceding detected objects are
observed by using a tracking of point of interest(c). The
final step consists in determining the nature of the tracked
object(d). Authors built a cascade of boosted classifiers based
on Haar-like filters and on a boosting method to discriminate
humans and non humans entities. We can then define the
measured features :


umes
yimag =
(6)
vmes
coordinates of the middle of the box’s bottom side.

Due to the knowledge of the three transition matrices, the

(4)

Two different cases are considered. The first aims at illustrating the feasibility of our method with videos where there
is no occlusion of the human. The second aims at studying
the capability of the proposed method to deal with large path
variations due to occlusion. For each case, several videos have
been tested to vary movements in the observed scene. No
occlusion model is used. The occlusion is treated as a visual
constraint in the estimation procedure.
B. The model of the human movement
Human motion model is necessary to estimate the position
of a human. However, it is difficult to model and describe
precisely the movement of a man. Indeed, one can not predict
where the target will be at the next step because it does not
follow precise rules. The motion of a human can be described
by nonholonomic model [14]. To prove the feasibility of our
method, we have just chosen a simple model of the human
motion. By observing the human displacements on video, we
have observed that the movement can be modeled by a single
integrator.

Figure 6. Time history of the measured trajectory and the estimated trajectory
according to u

With a first order discretization, the model of human motion
can be written as :

xh (k + 1) = xh (k) + ∆x
(7)
yh (k + 1) = yh (k) + ∆y
where ∆x = xh (k) − xh (k − 1), ∆y = yh (k) − yh (k − 1) are
the displacements respectively in x and y.

Figure 7. Time history of the measured trajectory and the estimated trajectory
according to v

The global model is then composed of the camera model
(4), the transition matrix (5) and the human motion model (7).

D. Simulations with occlusion

C. Simulations without any constraints
For all experimentations, the size of the estimation horizon
is fixed to 5 (Ne = 5), the matrix Q is the identity matrix. The
VRHE algorithm has been implemented in Matlab software
and the computer vision algorithm in Visual C++.
In this case study, scenarios have been realized in a room
without any occlusion possibilities. The aim was to verify the
feasibility of our method with a simple case. The human just
goes to the far end of the room, stays in position during a short
time and goes back. The Figures 6 and 7 illustrate respectively
the estimation of the position with VRHE according to u
and v in the image reference. For both figures, the dashed
line represents the estimation, result of VRHE, and the solid
line indicates the measures obtained by the computer vision
algorithm.
The first five points are at zero because the VRHE begins
to run as soon as the program has reached the estimation
horizon Ne and has sufficient information. As we can see,
the estimates are closed to the measures in both directions.
Same results have been obtained with several videos and
proved the feasibility of the proposed approach.

If the person walks behind an obstacle, a problem of
occlusion will appear and the size of the box determined by
the computer vision algorithm will suddenly change, leading
to deviant measures. The Figure 8 illustrates the problem of
occlusion and shows how the including box dimension changes
when the target is behind an obstacle. In (a), we can see a
representation of the scene viewed by the camera. Before the
person walks behind the obstacle, the box correctly includes
the person (b). When the person is partially masked by the
obstacle (c), we clearly see that the box is two times smaller
than the previous one. Once the person is no longer hidden
by the obstacle, the box recovers its original size (d). We can
remark that the human reflect on the window has also been
detected by the computer vision algorithm. It is one of the
practical difficulties.
The Figures 9 and 10 represent respectively the position
estimation according to u and v axis. We clearly see, in
the Figure 10, the two moments when the person has been
hidden by the obstacle. During these two events, the position
estimation according to v axis does not follow the measure.
A constraint on the admissible displacement of the human
has been taken into consideration. The displacement computed
from computer vision is aberrant. So, based on the past
movements, a constrained admissible displacement has been

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8.

Representation of the problem of occlusion

applied to the global model, especially to the human motion
model. Another strategy is to determine, by image processing,
obstacle dimensions and to treat it as a visual constraint in
RHE. However, this last approach needs more computational
time.

Figure 9. Time history of the measured trajectory and the estimated trajectory
according to u

Figure 10.
Time history of the measured trajectory and the estimated
trajectory according to v

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, a method for the visual estimation of the
position of a moving human has been proposed. The approach
is based on the extension of RHE principle to visual estimation. The main advantage is its capability to take into account
constraints. The minimization of the cost function is performed
in the image plane. The visual estimates are obtained by the
knowledge of a global model combining the human motion
model and the camera one. The experimental results confirm
the feasibility and the efficiency of the proposed approach.
A first approach to avoid problem of deviant measures due
to occlusion has been presented. In future works, the residual
generation, error between the measures and the estimates, will
be used to generate an alert signal.
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